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Compact Tray Erector is an important element and has recently added to the range of 

end of line equipment. The new Display box / Tray Erector TE-740 is a very flexible and compact machine, 
which erects both display boxes, display trays and trays with or without lid. 
 

Horizontal machine function 
Contrary to traditional tray 
erectors, the Display box / 
Tray erector TE-740 has a 
horizontal machine 
function. This means that besides 
an easy access 
to all vital parts of the machine, 
the erected 
box/tray leaves the machine at 
normal working 
height, ready for filling. 
 
 

Unique folding system 
The feeding and forming of blanks 
is performed by a unique system: 
The blank moves past two 
hot-melt guns to the forming 
section. The blank is formed in a 
stationary position by means of a 
unique forming system consisting 
of an inner and an outer forming 
tool. 
 

The fixed inner forming tool 
moves down on the blank and the adjustable 
outer tool with forming wheels moves upwards and forms the box/
tray around the inner tool -a simple and secure procedure. 
 

Easy to operate and adjust 
The Display box / Tray Erector is easy to operate and to adjust to 
different tray blank sizes. A step 
function in the control system for easy machine setting and function 
control is included in the 
standard version. 
 
The Display box / Tray Erector TE-740 is part of SOCO SYSTEM's 
modular and flexible product range that covers requirements from 
simple roller conveyors to fully automatic end-of-line systems 
with carton erection, pick & place, conveying, carton sealing, 
palletising and pallet stretch wrapping. 
 

 

For more information or to discuss your specific application call 

Sales @ 067-37893 / 087-1222816 
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